
A chain reaction is defined as a series 
of events in which each induces or 
influences the next. In the forestry 
industry such an occurrence is often 
related to equipment downtime, 
because when one machine breaks 
down it can leave other machines  
sitting idle.  
This can result 
in lost revenue, 
increased 
expenses and 
the possibility  
of some very 
costly repairs.

With the 
combination 
of quality 
equipment, 
preventative 
maintenance, 
oil analysis 
and the use 
of exceptional 
lubricants, 
Transport Hardy, 
Inc., of Val-d’Or, 
Quebec, is making the chain reaction  
a thing of the past. 

Transport Hardy, Inc. specializes  
in wood harvesting, road building,  
log loading, hauling and unloading.  
The business formed in 1971 and  
has since grown to become one of 
 the largest in the Quebec forestry 

industry. They now service a large 
range of clients in the Abitibi region of 
northwestern Quebec. 

“Preventative maintenance is very 
important. We do oil analysis on all of 
our machines and keep very detailed 

charts and 
records,” says 
Jody Morrison, 
Operations 
Manager, 
Transport  
Hardy, Inc.

The equipment 
fleet, which 
includes 16 
log loaders, 
four articulated 
trucks, three 
wheel loaders, 
three graders, 
three tractors 
and a processor, 
operates around 
the clock under 
severe forestry 

applications and heavy workloads. 

Cold weather is also a factor. “We are 
faced with severe cold temperatures  
in this region. It’s quite common for 
us to see -39°C (-38°F)… actually last 
winter it got down to -42°C (-44°F),” 
says Morrison.

What Customers Are Saying…
 Petro-Canada Lubricants at Work

Transport Hardy, Inc. depends on DURON  
Synthetic 5W-40 for all-season performance  
in very severe forestry operating applications  

and temperature extremes.

“It’s my job to make sure all of our machines  
are running at peak performance. That’s why  
I use DURONTM Synthetic 5W-40, year-round,  

in every piece of equipment we have.”
 – Jody Morrison, Operations Manager, Transport Hardy, Inc.

“DURON Synthetic  
5W-40 gives me 

great cold start-up 
capabilities, lubrication 
and wear protection.”

– Jody Morrison

THE CUSTOMER: 
Transport Hardy, Inc. 

Val-d’Or, Quebec

Logging Operation 
Doesn’t Worry  

About Cold Weather  
Start-ups Anymore, 
Thanks To DURON 
Synthetic 5W-40.



The Situation
Morrison was looking for an ultimate heavy duty 
engine oil that would provide all-season protection 
and performance.

“I didn’t want to have to worry about cold weather 
start-ups, or having to stock different oil grades, 
or reliability, or premature engine and component 
wear,” he says.

“I also like to have control over my service 
intervals. It’s not cost-effective for me to send 
a mechanic out to work on just one machine 
because it’s a 300 km (187.5 mi) drive there for, 
say, an hour of work then a 300 km (187.5 mi) 
drive back. I wanted to have the option of 
extending intervals so that we can service three or 
four machines in the same day.” 

The Solution
Morrison upgraded and consolidated to  
Petro-Canada’s DURON Synthetic 5W-40.

“DURON Synthetic 5W-40 gives me great  
cold start-up capabilities, lubrication and  
wear protection.”

DURON Synthetic 5W-40 is an all-season heavy 
duty engine oil formulated to maximize reliability 
and minimize wear, particularly in extreme cold 
temperature conditions. It also helps conserve 
energy through ease of cold weather start-up and 
provides exceptional fluidity without sacrificing 
high temperature properties.

“It’s my job to make sure all of our machines are 
running at peak performance. That’s why I now 
use DURON Synthetic 5W-40, year-round, in every 
piece of equipment we have.”

Extending Service Intervals  
With Confidence
“Our service intervals used to be at 250 hours 
on all of our machines. Since switching to DURON 
Synthetic 5W-40 we’ve extended those intervals 
to 400 hours. Now I have an extra 150 hours to 
play with, which helps me to schedule service 
appointments for several machines all on the 
same day.”

Expert Service & Support
“There are several companies we do business with 
and they all help us to be successful in the work 
we do. Companies like Federal Equipment – who 
we purchase and service some of our machines 
through – and our oil distributor Signal.”

To place an order, please call a Customer Order 
Management Representative at: 

 
Canada   (English) .........  Phone  1-800-268-5850
  (French) ..........  Phone  1-800-576-1686
United States ...............  Phone  1-877-730-2369
Latin America ...............  Phone  +1-416-730-2369
Europe .........................  Phone  +1-416-730-2389
Asia .............................  Phone  +1-416-730-2372
China ...........................  Phone  +86 (21) 6362-0066

You can also e-mail us at lubecsr@suncor.com

To learn more about how Petro-Canada lubricants, 
specialty fluids, oils and greases can help maximize 
your equipment performance, savings and productivity, 
please contact us at:

North America............... Phone  1-866-335-3369
Europe .......................... Phone  +44 (0) 121-781-7264
Germany ......................  Phone  +49 (0) 201-726-2913
Latin America................ Phone  +1-416-730-2369
Asia .............................  Phone  +1-416-730-2372
China ...........................  Phone  +86 (21) 6362-0066
E-mail...........................  sales@suncor.com

Visit us on the web at lubricants.petro-canada.ca
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Petro-Canada is a Suncor Energy business
TMTrademark of Suncor Energy Inc. Used under licence.


